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Letter from the Editor 
 

Welcome to the summer 2021 issue of Chapter Chatter, the newsletter for and about ASA Chapters. The 
Council of Chapter Governing Board (COCGB) established this publication to foster improved communications 
i) between the COCGB and Chapters, and ii) among Chapters by providing a forum for spreading news 
throughout the statistics community about ASA Chapter initiatives and activities. 
 
Let the Council of Chapters know if you have any suggestions about this newsletter (its content, format, 
distribution, etc.) We are interested in suggestions on how to facilitate communication more effectively 
between chapters and enable you to use the COCGB as a resource. We are in the process of actively changing 
and updating Chapter Chatter so give COCGB feedback on the current changes and suggest additional options 
for the newsletter. In particular a form (https://form.jotform.com/zzlalo/chapter-chatter) to collect articles at 
your convenience has been created. You don’t have to wait for a request for articles. Chapter Chatter will be 
published three times a year and major changes are also being made to the format.  
 
In Chapter Chatter, contributors inform us of events and resources available to all chapters which we pass on 
to you. We are entering the fifth full year of a program that is being offered from the national ASA to the ASA 
chapters. This program titled “Chapter Stimulus Funding” is meant to increase chapter enthusiasm and grow 
chapter membership. Important points are, to be eligible to participate in the program a chapter must file the 
annual report and if a chapter doesn’t use their $1,000 for given year then they lose it. Full details on the 
program, along with the application form, are posted on the COC website at: 
http://community.amstat.org/coc/chapterresources/chapterstimulus. Please read the details and start your 
planning for the remainder of this year asap. Again this program uses reimbursement for approved expenses 
to provide funding from the national ASA to help your chapter fund events, etc to make your chapter “better”. 
There are many different measures of better. Increases in membership, bringing in a speaker that you might 
not have been able to bring otherwise, etc. 
 
The end of the spring 2021 spring semester is here for the academic members, and JSM must be held online 
again. While I personally prefer in-person format the on-line format has some good points. As the old saying 
goes if you are given lemons make lemonade. If you don’t like lemonade, then this saying is meaningless. 
Please register for JSM and I hope to see you in an on-line session at JSM this year. 

John Keighley 
Editor 

  

https://form.jotform.com/zzlalo/chapter-chatter
http://community.amstat.org/coc/chapterresources/chapterstimulus


 

Recent News & Highlights 

 

Cincinnati Chapter 
By Ashley Clark 
 
The Cincinnati Chapter hosted several exciting events this academic year. We are currently preparing a great 
slate of activities for next year. 
 
The chapter held an online event with two prominent speakers on November 12. Dr. Dungang Liu from the 
Department of Operations, Business Analytics, and Information Systems at the University of Cincinnati Lindner 
College of Business, presented his cutting-edge research on assessing partial association between ordinal 
variables. Dr. Haoda Fu from Eli Lilly and Company shared his interesting work on recent developments in cost 
constraint machine learning models.   
 
In November, we were also grateful to host Dr. Rebecca Hubbard for her full-day ASA Traveling Course on 
analysis of big healthcare databases. The course was held via Zoom and was well-attended. Participants 
shared feedback that they found it very valuable for their professional development.  
 
We recognized the following outstanding undergraduate and graduate students at local universities with the 
2021 Comer-Reynolds Memorial Award: 
 

Samantha Creekbaum (Wright State University) 
Xiaorui Zhu (University of Cincinnati) 
Amelia Kennedy (Xavier University) 

 
The Cincinnati Chapter will continue its annual participation in the Southwest Ohio Science and Engineering 
Expo this year. Our chapter awards prizes for proficiency in the application of statistical methods at both the 
5-8 and 9-12 grade levels.  
 
We are planning a couple of speaker events before the end of 2021.  
 
Last but certainly not least, we thank outgoing president Dr. Nanhua Zhang for his longstanding dedication and 
outstanding service to the chapter. He also worked extra hard in 2020 to ensure that we remained active in 
transitioning our chapter activities online during the COVID-19 pandemic. In 2021, we welcomed Dr. Xia Wang, 
associate professor in the Department of Mathematical Sciences at the University of Cincinnati, as our new 
secretary/treasurer. It is great to have Xia as part of our leadership team! 
 

Kansas Western-Missouri Chapter 
By John Keighley 
 
The Kansas-Western Missouri chapter of the ASA, the Department of Biostatistics & Data Science at the 
University of Kansas Medical Center, and Cerner has sponsored and organized an annual symposium that 
usually happens in April. The event in 2020 would have been the 13th annual. With COVID-19 the symposium 
was canceled, the spring chapter meeting was canceled, and new officer elections were held in a virtual 
format. So COVID-19 had a major impact on our chapter in the spring of 2020. In the fall of 2020, our in-person 
annual meeting was canceled but we were able to hold an ASA traveling course as a virtual event. The event 



 

was scheduled across two partial days to limit the continuous time amount spent setting in front of a 
computer screen. The course Empowering the Statistician with Spark, Machine Learning and Deep Learning 
taught by Drs. Hui Lin and Ming Li received good reviews from the attendees that voluntarily provided 
feedback to the chapter officers. There were almost 70 attendees for the event. 
 
In the fall of 2020 and spring of 2021 planning for the 14th annual symposium was resumed and virtual format 
was assumed from the beginning of the planning. It was interesting planning a virtual event and trying to 
identify and emphasis positive aspects of a virtual event vs an in-person event. One positive, it was a free 
event. The out of pocket cost for the sponsors of this event was less than 20% of the cost of the same in-
person event. This free meeting was conducted virtually and welcomed over 140 researchers and trainees 
from across the US and abroad for a two-day event that featured a keynote lecture, journey lectures, a panel 
discussion, virtual poster session, and invited and contributed oral presentations spanning a variety of 
different biostatistics and data science topics.   
 
Some high points of this year’s symposium were:  
 

 Opening remarks were delivered by Dr. Ronald Wasserstein, Executive Director of the ASA.  

 The keynote address – A Seat at the Table: The Key Role of Biostatistics and Data Science in the COVID-
19 Pandemic – was delivered by Dr. Jeffrey Morris and underscored the central role that our profession 
has played throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, including specific examples from Dr. Morris’ own work 
in this area.   

 
Caption 
Screenshot taken during the introduction for the keynote speaker, Dr. Jeffrey Morris. 

 

 Journey lectures by two distinguished and prominent members of our field: David Morganstein and Dr. 
Xihong Lin.  Journey lectures are light-hearted, non-technical talks by distinguished quantitative 
scientists that describe their career paths, words of wisdom, and lessons learned throughout their 
career. 

 A panel discussion that featured four panelists, all early career quantitative scientists within 5 years of 
receiving their terminal degree, but with unique and very different career paths from their current job 
locations across the US. The panelists discussed their perspectives on topics that included: how to be 
successful in the job market, what to expect during the interview, when to begin the job 
search/application process, the role of mentoring during their training and the role of mentoring in 
their current positions, among others. The panelist were selected to include Ph. D and M.S., Statistician 
and Data Scientist.  



 

 
Screenshot taken during the panel discussion on “Careers in Biostatistics and the Data Sciences”.  Top-row: Ryan Boch, MS 
(session moderator), Dinesh Mudaranthakam (conference organizing committee member), Stefan Graw, PhD (panelist), 
Jennifer Delzeit (panelist).  Middle-row: Lili Garrard PhD (panelist) and Brody Smith (panelist). 

 

 This meeting also featured a virtual poster session and 15-20-minute presentations from quantitative 
scientists from both academia and industry. 

 
We hope and expect that next year’s symposium will return to an in-person format but, there were some very 
positive aspects of the virtual format. When the organizers meet this fall to start planning, they will have to 
determine whether some of next years symposium will remain virtual. The chapter spring meeting was held as 
a virtual event on April 29th. The Keynote Speaker was Professor Kosuke Imai from the Department of 
Government and the Department of Statistics at Harvard University. His talk title was Experimental Evaluation 
of Algorithm-Assisted Human Decision-Making: Application to Pretrial Public Safety Assessment. New officers 
for 2021-2022 were also elected at the event. They will take their positions after JSM 2021.    
 

West Tennessee Chapter 
By Hongmei Zhang 
 
The West Tennessee (WT) Chapter actively promotes research and engages in community outreach. In the 
past academic year (2020/2021) there was no difference, although the methods used was different compared 
to other years, due to the pandemic. All activities in the past year were online.  
 
In September 2020, the Chapter hosted an invited research seminar presented by Dr. Ying Yuan, Bettyann 
Asche Murray Distinguished Professor in the Department of Biostatistics at the University of Texas MD 
Anderson Cancer Center.  In his talk, Dr. Yuan shared with the community recent progress of his research 
group on clinical trial designs, i.e., incorporating historical data or real-world evidence into a phase I dose-
finding method, the BOIN design. The seminar was very well received by students, researchers, and 
statisticians at large. The west Tennessee region has multiple research hospitals. Simple and efficient clinical 
trial designs are in need and Dr. Yuan’s work is greatly appreciated by the community.  
 



 

On November 5th of 2020, we held our annual Research 
Symposium. Dr. Cheng from the St. Jude Children’s 
Research Hospital and Dr. Fridtjof Thomas at the 
University Tennessee Health Science Center were invited 
to present at the Symposium. Dr. Cheng shared his 
research on compound testing and Dr. Thomas presented 
current progress on COVID-19 studies in the Memphis 
area. The Keynote Speaker Dr. Dennis Lin discussed his 
Deming’s Lecture presented at 2020 JSM. Four graduate 
students (John Appiah-Kubi, Mahbubul Hasan, Alexandra 
Smith, and Jiajing Wang) participated in this year’s 
Students Research Presentation Competition and Jiajing 
Wang, a PhD student in the Department of Mathematical 
Sciences at the University of Memphis, won the 
competition. It was a rather rich program given that the 
Symposium was a half-day event.  
 
Group testing or pool testing played an 
important role in the pandemic era. On 
April 15th, 2021, the WT Chapter invited 
Dr. Joshua Tebbs at the University of South 
Carolina to present his research on group 
testing. Group testing has been a major research 
area with COVID-19. Dr. Tebbs’ sharing of his 
research offered great insight to the community 
on statistical methodology research related to 
COVID-19.  
 
In addition to research seminars, WT Chapter also 
held a Workshop in the Spring of 2021 on analyzing 
large data using SAS, sponsored by the SAS Institute. Dr. Jacqueline Johnson and Mr. Tom Grant introduced 
different ways to deal with large data sets and analyzing large data efficiently. The Workshop was well 
accepted by students and statistical data analysts. We also have been working with local high schools to 
motivate students’ interest in statistics/biostatistics.  
 
We are now looking forward to our 2021 Research Symposium, scheduled on November 4th. The WT Chapter 
has started organizing the Symposium. Having been isolated for more than one year, the community cannot 
wait for an in-person meeting, which is certainly what we are hoping for! We would like to thank all the WT 
Chapter officers (listed below) for their willingness to serve the Chapter and their effort to ensure an active 
WT Chapter! 
 

 Hongmei Zhang (University of Memphis), President 

 Yu Jiang (University of Memphis), Vice President 

 Haitao Pan (St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital), Secretary 

 Xueyuan Cao (University of Tennessee Health Sciences Center), Treasure 

 Dale Bowman (University of Memphis), Chapter Representative 
  



 

Officer Tips & Information 

Why Would Anybody Devote Time to Professional Service? 
By James Cochran 

 
Professional service is an odd portion of our career portfolios. Academic institutions generally ascribe much 
greater value to research, teaching, and service to the academic institution (not necessarily in that order). And 
the attitude of many organizations in industry and government toward professional service is, “OK, but do it 
on your own time…” 
So when faced with less than enthusiastic support by your employer and competing demands on your limited 
time, why should you engage in service to the American Statistical Association? For me, there are four primary 
reasons: 
 

 Duty/Responsibility – The ASA serves many important roles in our discipline, the U.S. and 
worldwide statistical communities, and society. As qualified, professional, and capable as the ASA’s 
staff are, they cannot fill these needs by themselves. Rather, the ASA staff organizes volunteer 
members to meet these needs, and it takes a lot of volunteer effort to maintain and advance the ASA’s 
endeavors. I am not only reluctant to be a free rider, I believe I have an obligation to do my fair share 
(and I want to pull my weight). 
 

 Impact – By serving its many important roles, the ASA has a profound effect on our discipline, 
the U.S. and worldwide statistical communities, and society. ASA volunteers have opportunities to 
contribute to many interesting conversations that determine the directions our discipline, the U.S. and 
worldwide statistical communities, and society will move in the future. The potential for being engaged 
in these conversations is exciting (and I hope I have something positive to contribute). 

 

 Synergy – Throughout my academic career, I have looked for opportunities that I could leverage 
into multiple outcomes. For example, I am more likely to take on a research or consulting project if it 
will provide interesting material for the courses I teach. Professional service activities often offer such 
potential synergies (I have met several collaborators, been inspired to take different directions with 
research projects, and found examples and approaches I could use in my classrooms while working on 
professional service activities for the ASA). 

 

 Fun/Satisfaction – Most of us who work as statisticians are incredibly fortunate; we actually 
enjoy what we do professionally. Working on professional service activities for the ASA enhances my 
enjoyment of my professional efforts. I learn about and face new problems and challenges, work with 
intelligent and interesting people, learn about other disciplines and cultures, and see initiatives that I 
feel are important (and could help others) come to fruition. I also make new friends throughout the 
U.S. and all over the world. 
 

I have always maintained that I would only pay to belong to a professional organization as long as the benefits 
I receive exceed the costs to me (money and time). I have been a member of the ASA for thirty-five years; 
every year when the time to renew my ASA membership rolls around, I consider this issue. I have never 
hesitated to renew; the ASA provides me with tremendous opportunities for professional and personal growth 
by providing me with myriad chances for professional service, and the benefits I receive far exceed the costs. 
As I think about what I have written, I am tempted to change the title of this article to “Why Wouldn’t 
Anybody Devote Time to Professional Service?” 



 

 
 

Where to Find Officer Tools on the ASA Website? Start with the ASA Leader HUB 
By Rick Peterson, ASA Chapters Manager 
 
There are many resources for Chapter Officers on the ASA website. However, the ASA website has literally 
thousands of pages and sometimes it can be difficult to find things. ASA appreciates the service of its 
volunteer members and to make it easier for them to find the information they are looking for we created the 
ASA Leader HUB. It is a one-page gateway to the tools that can help you manage your chapter and hopefully 
make it thrive. 
 
There is a section on the page specifically for chapter officers. In this section there are links to running a report 
of your current chapter roster, resources available from ASA such as the Council of Chapters Traveling Course 
Program, the Chapter Stimulus Funding Program, and much more.  
 
I encourage all chapter officers to visit the ASA Leader HUB page to see some of the many tools found on the 
ASA website. A link to the ASA Leader HUB can be found at the very top of every page on the ASA website and 
in the navigation bar on the Council of Chapters website. If you do not see a link to something you were 
looking for, contact us (elizabeth@amstat.org) and let us know how we can assist. 
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